Group assignments
(one session for each Track)

Part one (45 minutes)

• You will be split into 7 groups of 6 persons each (Zoom breakout rooms)
• You will be given a topic to discuss
  – everyone is expected to participate in the discussion, with cameras enabled
  – please use a shared document (e.g. on Codimd)
• Elect a chairperson (ensures that everyone can and does contribute, keeps track of time)
• … and a secretary (takes notes, and reports afterwards the outcome of the discussion)

Part two (45 minutes)

• Everyone gets back to the main Zoom room
• Each group reports briefly (5 minutes) on their discussion and conclusions
CodiMD

CodiMD is an online tool for collaborative note editing (using Markdown language). CodiMD instance at CERN can be used for working on shared documents during group assignments:

- Go to https://codimd.web.cern.ch and sign in
- The secretary creates a new document; changes its access permission from "Limited" to "Editable"; and shares the URL via the Zoom chat

- Everyone opens the document in their browser to see the live document, or even edit it in parallel with other group members